General Linguistics Seminar - Michaelmas Term 2020
Faculty of Linguistics, Philology & Phonetics
The following seminars will be given in **weeks 2-8** only 5:15 pm on Mondays
via **Teams**
Anyone wishing to attend who are NOT members of the LPP Faculty should contact jane.cunning@ling-phil.ox.ac.uk to register and receive a Teams invitation.

ALL WELCOME

2nd Wk: 19th October

*Non recte vinctust: Cliticisation of the verb 'to be' in Latin*
Giuseppe Pezzini - University of Oxford
***

3rd Wk: 26th October

*The phonological word in polysynthetic languages: Evidence from Mapudungun stress*
Benjamin Molineaux - University of Edinburgh
***

4th Wk: 2nd November

*Insights from transitivity in Fijian*
Coppe van Urk - Queen Mary University of London
***

5th Wk: 9th November

*Perceived similarity and structural convergence in dialogue*
Christina Kim, University of Kent
***

6th Wk: 16th November

*Stealing interpretations? Failed investigations in reanalysis*
Matthew Husband - University of Oxford
***

7th Wk: 23rd November

*Prominence augmentation and nasalization in Brazilian Portuguese*
Andrew Nevins - UCL
***

8th Wk: 30th November

*Sound perspectives for inferring social meaning? Speech and speaker dynamics over a century of Scottish English*
Jane Stuart-Smith - University of Glasgow
***

Conveners: Aditi Lahiri - Kerstin Hoge - Wolfgang de Melo